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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0179276A2] The process makes it possible to produce a low-bulk effect yarn composed of a core thread and an effect thread and having
alternating long thin zones of variable length and short thick zones of variable length. The core thread is set in the highly twisted state during false
twisting, and the effect thread is freely over-fed onto the core thread within the false-twisting zone at right angles or at virtually right angles to the
core thread axis. The core thread is simultaneously drawn during false twisting depending on the degree of orientation, and the effect thread is fed
into the lower third of a hot plate used for setting. A suitable false-twisting device is a false-twist tube with a diabolo, the inlet hole of the false-twist
tube having approximately the same diameter as the diabolo at its narrowest point. The distance from the last yarn guide for the effect thread and
the degree of over-feed of the effect thread are preferably adapted to one another in such a way that the effect thread traverses the zone of the lower
third of the hot plate over a length of from 40 to 60 cm. <IMAGE>
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